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 ProBP™ 2400 Digital NIBP Device 

 

 

 

December 4, 2015 

 

To:  Regional Marketing 

From: David Tufenkjian, SBU Product Management 

 

Please note recent important updates to the ProBP 2400 Digital NIBP Device and Accessories. 

 

CHANGE IN VALIDATE AGE RANGE (New 510K): 

 

GLOBAL:  When launched, the ProBP 2400 was validated for use on patients age 12-years and 

older. I am very pleased to announce the ProBP 2400 is now validated for use on patients age 3-

years and older.  This is an important update as this new validated age range now mirrors the age 

range of most Professional Digital BP Devices including the Connex® ProBP 3400.      

 

US:  With this new FDA 510K clearance (K152770), the Child Cuff and Large Adult Long cuff 

are now in stock and available for sale in the US.  Part numbers and pricing for these two 

accessory cuffs were provided to US dealers upon initial product introduction. 

REUSE-09-2400 BP CUFF, PROBP 2400, CHILD 

REUSE-12L-2400 BP CUFF, PROBP 2400, LG ADULT LONG 

 (These cuffs have been available OUS since the ProBP 2400 was first introduced) 

 

 

BP CUFF TUBES: 

 

 Part Number 5082-197   PROBP 2400 BP CUFF EXTENSION 24IN (61CM) is now obsolete.  It 

was provided as a means to lengthen the standard BP cuff tube for use in Wall Mount applications. 

 

We are introducing two new accessories: 

 

 2400-TB10   BP CUFF TUBE WITH DEVICE FITTING, 1.0M  1/EA 

 2400-TB17 BP CUFF TUBE WITH DEVICE FITTING, 1.7M  1/EA 

 

The 2400-TB10 is the standard length (1 Meter) tube that comes with each ProBP 2400 Blood Pressure 

Cuff.  It is equipped with the device connector on one end and a male Quick Connect on the other to 

attach to the ProBP 2400 BP Cuff’s 12” (30cm) pigtail, making the total length of the standard BP Cuff 

tube 51” or 1.3M. This tube is offered as a replacement if a customer was to lose or damage a tube or 

device connector. 

 

The 2400-TB17 is a longer (1.7 Meter) tube that can be used to increase the total tube length of the 

standard ProBP 2400 BP Cuff. Especially useful for use with the Wall Mount Bracket, it is equipped with 

the device connector on one end and a male Quick Connect on the other. Replacing the standard 1M tube 

with this 1.7M accessory will result in a total BP Cuff tube length of 2M (79”).   There is one 2400-TB17 

included with each 2400-WMB Wall Mount Bracket. 

 

US Pricing: 

 2400-TB10 List Price $12.95   Dealer Net $  9.71  

 2400-TB17 List Price $14.20 Dealer Net $10.65 

 

(Continued) 



International Pricing is being established per email request to Jarlath McIntyre.  

 

Both new part numbers have been extended to plants 1000, 1062, 1250, 1600, 1610 and 1700 

 

 

 

MOBILE STAND:  

 

The 2400-MS was intended to utilize the same small base mobile stand used by the Connex® ProBP 3400 

and 767 Mobile Aneroid.   To facilitate a timely launch of the ProBP 2400, we elected to utilize the large 

base mobile stand like that used for the Connex
®
 Vital Signs Monitor (CVSM) until required updates to 

the small base mobile stand could be completed.   

 

On or about January 15, 2016, the 2400-MS will start shipping with the small base mobile stand as 

originally intended. Current pricing for the 2400-MS reflects the small platform mobile stand. We did not 

increase pricing to compensate for the additional cost of the large base mobile stand during this transient 

period. 

 

 

Please inform your respective Customer Support, Sales Reps and/or Dealer Reps of these important 

updates.  Dealers will need notification to delete the 5082-197 and add the 2400-TB10 and -TB17 to their 

systems. 

 

I am in the process of updating the ProBP 2400 Brochure and Spec Sheet to reflect these changes. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Regards, 

 

 

 

David Tufenkjian 

X-4115 


